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Auckland

If you have been a reader of the 
LGB Telegram magazines you would 
have heard of their un-conventions, 
well for September our group had 
an un-meeting. That’s right due to 
there being no-one available to host 
a meeting we did not in fact have a 
group meeting in September. With 
no host for a visit to a garden railway 
we tried to arrange a visit to Manukau 
live steamers but in the end they were 
not able to accommodate our group so 
as a last resort it was decided to visit 
the Hamilton Model Railway Club 
exhibition and swap meet which was 
being held at the Hamilton Gardens 
in the first weekend of October.

So on the morning of Saturday 
7 October David and I set off for 

The 3/16 Whakatane Board Mills Fa outside the engine shed

Ian Robinson’s 1/24 tramway layout. The tram started out as a Bachmann unit, subsequently modified along the lines of 
the early Auckland trams.
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Hamilton with a 
small detour to pick 
up Michael Hilliar 
at Manurewa. We 
had a very pleasant 
drive down to 
Hamilton and the 
new expressway from 
Mercer certainly 
makes the trip less 
congested. We 
arrived at Hamilton 
to find the carpark 
full and ended 
up parking in an 
overflow parking area 
on the grass. One 
has to say that the 
Hamilton Gardens 
and pavilion is a 
wonderful setting 
for an exhibition and 

The NZR Road Service Bedford bus was a common sight in the 60’s and 70’s and sets the scene here.

The F on the 9 mil layout

▲
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we wished that we had more time to 
explore the gardens before we had to 
set off home. 

The first thing that we looked at 
was the swap meet, it was quite small 
but that didn’t matter as it was free 

admission (don’t you hate paying $5 
to get into a swap meet only to find 
a half empty hall). There was some 
interesting stuff for sale but a bit on 
the pricey side, never the less I did 
manage to pick up a small four wheel 
feldbahn wagon so we didn’t go away 
empty handed. 

After looking at the swap meet 
we went back to the carpark to see 
if anybody else had arrived to have 
the shared lunch, they hadn’t and we 
didn’t. So we had a quick bite of our 
sandwiches and then back we went 
to exhibition. I have to acknowledge 
the efforts of the Hamilton Model 
Railroaders, they put on an excellent 
exhibition with a good range of 
layouts and if you didn’t go to the 
exhibition then you missed a great 
show. The hall was chock full of 

A highly-detailed model of a typical NZ small sawmill.

A 9 mil model of the ubiquitous Da.

▲
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layouts and trade stands and they 
covered the full spectrum of model 
railways from N gauge to O gauge as 
well as the Auckland 9mil group with 
their most impressive NZR layout. 
There was plenty to see and I think 
that what ever your preference there 
would have been something for you 
to see. The only thing missing was an 
LGB layout, any volunteers to fix that 
next year?

David and I walked around looking 
and Michael wandered off. I have to 
say that every time that I saw Michael 
he seemed to be in deep conversation 
with people so he seemed to be 
having a good time catching up with 
people that he knew. I spent some 
time drooling over the HO gauge 
locos with sound, which were for 
sale at several of the trade stands but 

unfortunately my funds couldn’t 
stretch to a purchase of one of 
those locos to run on my club 
layout. David spent time looking 
at a large N gauge layout and he 
came away with some ideas for 
his small N gauge layout that he 
is building at home. It was only 
when it was getting late in the 
afternoon that we were able to 
eventually drag Michael away 
and set off for home. Although 
we were disappointed that we 
didn’t meet up with anybody else 
from the group we never-the-less 
had a grand day out and I would 
recommend that you try and go 
to the next Hamilton exhibition.

Regards  
Robert Graham

A 9 mil Ua with a string of Wellington Manawtu coaches.

The Da heads down the mainline.

▲
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Christchurch Big Model Train Show 
Glen Anthony

Another successful Big Model Train 
Show was held over the weekend 

30 September and 1 October. By 
my counting this is the 20th show, 

and it has come a long way from the 
little show that kicked it all off at the 
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Hagley High School Hall in 1987! 
The first show was run on a shoe 

string budget (a bank loan!) organised 
by Neill Andrews and Laurence & Jill 
Boul. By my recollection there were 
about 7 layouts plus some trade stands 
at the show in 1987.

Now the show is run on a much 
grander scale at the Pioneer Stadium. 

At this years show there were 31 
layouts, many trade stands and a guest 
group, The Christchurch Slot Car 
Club, on the mezzanine floor. 

Radio, TV and roadside advertising 
signage all around Christchurch prior 
to the show resulted in a 7% increase 
on last year’s patronage. 

Based on door takings, an estimated 

9,300 people visited the show over the 
two days this year.

The club’s contribution to the 
show was a floor track which 
circumnavigated Karl’s “Jessie Falls” 
and Rob’s “Letz Get Buzi III” G scale 
portable layouts.

Set up for all three layouts was 
completed in a record 5 hours on 
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Friday afternoon (much better than 
the 8 hours it has taken some years!!). 
By comparison the pack up was much 
quicker, and by 7pm on Sunday 
evening it was just us and TALMR 
left packing up again. Th e same two 
groups are the last to fi nish packing up 
every year. 

Th e multitude of people who insist 
on driving their car in during setup, 
delaying us putting track on the fl oor, 
always seem to fi nd another way of 
packing it up again rather than wait 
for us to fi nish! 

Layouts on display were the usual 
diverse mix which makes the show so 

popular.
Some worth a quick mention were; 

“One Track Minds” (NZR 3/16th) 
who had some spectacular scenery 
including the very realistic limestone 
rocks module.

Lindsay Th ompson’s (Sn3.5) bush 
tramway was fi nished (we saw it under 
construction on our visit to Hokitika 
earlier in the year).

David Woolf from Timaru had an 
N scale Japanese layout controlled 
entirely by computer. 

Th e Watford and Anything layout 
from Invercargill was again voted best 
layout by the public.

Karl’s layout achieved 4th place in 
the public vote. TALMR was voted 
best by the modellers at the Saturday 
night function. 

What seemed to be wide aisles 
between the layouts soon fi lled up 
once the public came in and at one 
stage there was a rather long queue of 
people waiting to get in. 

Unfortunately my camera ‘spat the 
dummy’ on Sunday afternoon and 
the numerous photos I had taken of 
crowds around the layout were all lost.

But I guess there will always be next 
year….

Hugh Keal’s sylvan 
setting for his layout.
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Model Railway Suspension Bridge
Brian Anthony

 I decided to build a model railway 
suspension bridge after seeing the 
2004 Big Model Train Show. I started 
but made slow progress until my 
retirement when things really got 
going.

The bridge was built without any 
plans but just a good look at the 
Kawarau Gorge Bridge, which is now 
used for bungy jumping.

I wanted the bridge to able to be used 
with the club’s modular layout, so I had 
to adapt it to be a double bridge so it 
could carry two tracks at the correct 
spacing for the modular layout. 

To do this I actually had to build two 
identical bridge spans, which were then 
placed side by side and joined together 
to make the double-track bridge.  Each 
span is 2 metres long by 400 mm wide 
and was built from timber from old 

window frames. The timber was cut into long thin strips on my saw bench.

The fabrication stage for the trusses.

Brian with his transporter.

▲
▼
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I started building by making the 
diagonal cross braces for the side 
fences using a jig to machine slots in 
the timber. These were then glued and 
pressed together. A second jig held the 
braces to trim them square.

The side trusses were assembled 
on a long piece of timber. The crosses 
and posts were glued together to form 
the main part of the truss, and this 
operation was repeated four times. 

A similar process was carried out to 
make the two bottom bridge frames. 
The trusses were glued to the bottom 
frames and strips of timber were glued 
to both sides of trusses at the top and 
the bottom to tie them all together. 

Large posts were connected to each 
end of the spans and the main support 
beams were attached to the under side 

of the bridge frames.  
The two completed bridge spans 

were then painted. Being mid-winter 
I spray painted them in the glass 
house on a sunny day to keep the 
temperature up so the paint would 
dry.

Next I joined the two spans 
together to make the double track 
bridge. I then fitted the cable towers 
and made cable anchors at the ends 
which overlap onto the adjoining track 
modules.  I also made a frame for 
the bridge to stand on which brings 
it to the correct height for the club 
modular layout. 

Many old lead head nails were 
melted to make weights to get the 
right tension on the cables which were 
made from plastic covered clothes line. 

Droppers were made from galvanized 
wire shaped and threaded for 3mm 
nuts using a lathe to run the die which 
was a very time consuming job.

With the unit finished it was hung 
up in my garage roof but soon started 
gathering dust so a box was made to 
store it in, with wheels and a handle to 
make easy to transport. 

The finished bridges have ample strength for the live loads they will carry.▲
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A Touch of NZR and WMR on the DR
Wayne Haste

Having been an ex-NZR modeller 
I was inspired to build this freelance 
model. Its influence was from the 
NZR model that was built as a Z 
class wagon with a platform at either 
end, diagram Z11 of 1913. 

The WMR also had a similar 
vehicle class VP of 1905/06.

The basis for this model is a pair 
of ‘creativity cars’ in the toy range of 

LGB.
Since I took the photograph of the 

finished vehicle, I have added two roof 
ventilators, also from the parts list.   

I used Tamiya colour spray cans to 
paint the wagon. The under-frame is 
sprayed with a semi-gloss black, and 
the body colour is British green.

 I picked the green colour to go with 
my green LGB coaches. The colour is 

slightly darker than on them, but they 
look right as a set — although I think 
that all DR box vehicles of this type 
would have been coloured red-brown 
in prototype form.   

My next project is to build a luggage 
van but this will be built to a drawing 
from a publication on DR railway 
vehicles.

The two wagons placed back to back to work out the length of the under frame that needed to be built. The roof overhang 
on the blind end of the wagons meant that I had two options: either cutting the roof down or making up a packing piece to 
fit. I opted for the second option as it placed the windows a little further apart, therefore improving the look of the model.

▲
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The packers are in place, and then 
it was time to glue the two bodies 
together. The next step was to make 
up the two sole bars and work out 
how to fit the end rails and steps 
from the existing wagons.

 The two bodies with sole bars fitted.

◀

▼
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The completed headstocks with the 
rivet holes drilled, along with the 
buffer plate.

 The assembled under-frame, 
the bogie bolsters and the three 
transoms.

▶

▼
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The next was to make up the 
platforms and fit the end railings and 
headstocks.  
Now for the boring part to drill 
all the holes in the sole bar at the 
point of the transoms and fit all the 
appropriate bolts and rivets.

 As can be seen I use three different 
sizes of styrene pipes to make up the 
buffer assembly.   
The truss rods were made up of 
styrene rod. The king post is a KD 
PVC bolt with the head filed with a 
groove to accommodate the rod.  
The thread on the bolt looks right as 
it represents an adjustable tensioner. 
Bogies are from the LGB parts list

The steps fitted and the 
strengthening added to hold the 
platform deck etc.

◀

◀

◀
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Around the yards

Shed time on Dan Hughes’s Morepork railway .

Double-headed mallets hauling coal out of Totara junction on Ian Lewis’s Hepburn Creek Railroad

▲

▼
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Auckland
Ian Lewis
44 Edwards Rd
RD1
Warkworth 1241
 ph: 09 4257042 (hm)
 ph: 09 4250046 (bus) 
 fax: 09 4250071 
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Regional Editors:
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Dan Hughes
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Glen Anthony
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Website: www.gscale.org.nz 

Newsletter deadlines:
Copy for the newsletter needs to be with 
the editors before the 5th of the month of 
publication. Copy should be emailed for 
preference as plain email text. PDF and Word 
(.doc) files are also acceptable. 
Images: Preferably the raw full-size images 
from your digital camera.  Photographs 
needing scanning can be posted to Ian.
Subscriptions:
The newsletter is available through your local 
club or group as a printed or emailed copy —  
Christchurch: Don Ellis, ph. 03-3652267 
Wellington: Dan Hughes, ph. 04 9778210 
Auckland: Michael Hilliar, ph. 09 2664745
It can also be purchased directly as a full colour 
printed and posted copy from the Auckland 
G-Scale Group at $30.00 per annum. Cheques 
for this option should be made out to the 
Auckland G-Scale Group and posted to:  
   M. Hilliar
  22 Halver Rd
  Manurewa
  Auckland 1702

New Zealand G-Scale News
The national newsletter of New Zealand’s 45mm gauge model railway groups

(incorporating the former Christchurch Garden Whistle  
and Auckland Crossed Ties newsletters).

Auckland

October 21
Saturday 21st [Labour weekend] 

2pm to 4pm, wet or fine
at Henrik and Heather Dorbecks
74 Grande Vue Road Manurewa

(09) 266-2605
This meeting is also a bring and buy

 — a chance for you to move on 
those unwanted items

 November 19
November’s meeting is to be held 

at 2pm Sunday 19th at Alf and Rosie 
Williams’ place. Please ring and check 
first if the weather is doubtful If it is 
wet, the meeting will be held on the 
next Sunday (26th) — wet or fine. 

At this meeting we usually have 
our short AGM so if you have some 
gripes or moans etc. this is the place 
to air them — or if you want the job, 
volunteer your services. We usually 
finish this last meeting of the year 
with a shared barbeque for tea, so 
those intending to staying on please 
bring along your favorite meat or 
sausage and a salad etc 

To find Alf and Rosie’s those 
traveling south should take the 
Papakura turn-off, then turn right, 
crossing over the motorway into 
Hingaia Road, heading towards 
Karaka. Turn right into Oakland 
Road, right again into Derbyshire 
Lane, and near the end of it on the 
left is a private road At the end of this 
turn sharp right. 

Those traveling north take the 
Papakura turn off and left into 
Hingaia Rd and follow the above 
instructions.

  Hope to see you all there, and of 
course bring a train to run.

For more imformation phone Alf 
and Rosie (09) 298-7765 or Michael 
(09) 266-4745

February 4 2007

The first meeting for 2007, at Ken 
and Liz Macdiarmid’s place — 10 
Savoy Rd, Glen Eden.

Wellington
Check with:

Dan Hughes Ph 04 977 8210 
or 

John Robinson 04 232 5175

 Christchurch 

November 26th. - Karl Arnesen.
 460a Marine Parade.

December 10th - TBA

January 21st 2007 -  Glen & Brenda 
Anthony

February 18th - Ian Barker

Diary Dates

Cover: An SD70, fresh out of 
the workshops, on a test run on 
the Ian Lewis’s HCR.


